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1. Direction : Answer the questions based on the information given
below.

Eight persons Panit, Gaurav, Jackey, Dipu, Pappu, Niraj, Harsh and Rajesh sitting
around a circular table facing toward center. Each of them is working in a company
on different profile viz Programmer, Manager, Team Leader, Chairman, Office Boy,
Tester, Director and Admin but not necessary in the same order.Director is sitting
third to the right of Jackey. Only one person sits between Gaurav and Jackey. Panit is
sitting to the immediate left of Rajesh. Three persons sit between Panit and Manager.
Dipu is an immediate neighbour of Harsh. Harsh is Chairman. Only one person sits
between Office Boy and Manager. Team Leader is to the immediate left of Chairman.
Admin is an immediate neighbour of Manager. Jackey is an Manager. Gaurav sits
third to the right of Niraj. Director is sitting to the immediate left Tester.

A. Who sits in front of Harsh?

A Rajesh

B Panit

C Pappu

D Dipu

E None of these



Solution

I. Director is sitting third to the right of Jackey.

II. Director is sitting to the immediate left Tester.

III. Jackey is Manager.

IV. Only one person sits between Gaurav and Jackey.

V. Gaurav sits third to the right of Niraj.

VI. Three persons sit between Panit and Manager. Panit is sitting to the

immediate left of Rajesh. So, there are two possibilities here : 

VII. Dipu is an immediateneighbour of Harsh.Thus Case-II is not possible.

VIII. Dipu is an immediate neighbour of Harsh. Harsh is Chairman.Team

Leader is to the immediate left of Chairman.

IX. Only one person sits between Office Boy and Manager.



B. Rajesh is a _?

X. Admin is an immediate neighbour of Manager. So final arrangement : 

Gaurav sits in front of Harsh.

A Admin

B Office Boy

C Programmer

D Team Leader

E None of these



Solution

I. Director is sitting third to the right of Jackey.

II. Director is sitting to the immediate left Tester.

III. Jackey is Manager.

IV. Only one person sits between Gaurav and Jackey.

V. Gaurav sits third to the right of Niraj.

VI. Three persons sit between Panit and Manager. Panit is sitting to the

immediate left of Rajesh. So, there are two possibilities here : 

VII. Dipu is an immediateneighbour of Harsh.Thus Case-II is not possible.

VIII. Dipu is an immediate neighbour of Harsh. Harsh is Chairman.Team

Leader is to the immediate left of Chairman.

IX. Only one person sits between Office Boy and Manager.



C. Who sits to the immediate left of Niraj?

X. Admin is an immediate neighbour of Manager. So final arrangement : 

A Jackey

B Rajesh

C Panit

D Harsh

E None of these



Solution

I. Director is sitting third to the right of Jackey.

II. Director is sitting to the immediate left Tester.

III. Jackey is Manager.

IV. Only one person sits between Gaurav and Jackey.

V. Gaurav sits third to the right of Niraj.

VI. Three persons sit between Panit and Manager. Panit is sitting to the

immediate left of Rajesh. So, there are two possibilities here : 

VII. Dipu is an immediateneighbour of Harsh.Thus Case-II is not possible.

VIII. Dipu is an immediate neighbour of Harsh. Harsh is Chairman.Team

Leader is to the immediate left of Chairman.

IX. Only one person sits between Office Boy and Manager.



D. Who is Office Boy?

X. Admin is an immediate neighbour of Manager. So final arrangement : 

A Gaurav

B Pappu

C Niraj

D Rajesh

E None of these



Solution

I. Director is sitting third to the right of Jackey.

II. Director is sitting to the immediate left Tester.

III. Jackey is Manager.

IV. Only one person sits between Gaurav and Jackey.

V. Gaurav sits third to the right of Niraj.

VI. Three persons sit between Panit and Manager. Panit is sitting to the

immediate left of Rajesh. So, there are two possibilities here : 

VII. Dipu is an immediateneighbour of Harsh.Thus Case-II is not possible.

VIII. Dipu is an immediate neighbour of Harsh. Harsh is Chairman.Team

Leader is to the immediate left of Chairman.

IX. Only one person sits between Office Boy and Manager.



E. Who sits third to the left of Panit ?

X. Admin is an immediate neighbour of Manager. So final arrangement : 

A Niraj

B Pappu

C The one who is Admin

D The one who is Team Leader

E None of these



Solution

I. Director is sitting third to the right of Jackey.

II. Director is sitting to the immediate left Tester.

III. Jackey is Manager.

IV. Only one person sits between Gaurav and Jackey.

V. Gaurav sits third to the right of Niraj.

VI. Three persons sit between Panit and Manager. Panit is sitting to the

immediate left of Rajesh. So, there are two possibilities here : 

VII. Dipu is an immediateneighbour of Harsh.Thus Case-II is not possible.

VIII. Dipu is an immediate neighbour of Harsh. Harsh is Chairman.Team

Leader is to the immediate left of Chairman.

IX. Only one person sits between Office Boy and Manager.



X. Admin is an immediate neighbour of Manager. So final arrangement : 

2. Directions : Study the following information carefully and answer the
questions given below.

A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are eight different boxes kept one above the other. Each
box has different item i.e. Ice-cream, Biscuits, Candies, Pastries, Chocolates, Juices,
Wafers and Coke but not necessarily in the same order.There are only three boxes
kept below Box F which contains Biscuits. There is only one box between Box F and
Box H. The box kept immediately below Box H contains Coke. The box kept at the
top of all boxes contains Ice-cream and the box kept at the bottom contains Coke.
The box of Wafers is kept below the box of Biscuits but above box of Juices. Box E
which contains Candies is kept immediate below the box of Chocolates and
immediate above the box of Pastries. Box C contains Chocolates. Box A is kept at the
top. Neither Box G nor Box D is kept at the bottom. Box D is kept above Box G.



A. Which box is kept exactly between Box D and Box G?

A Box F

B Box E

C Box C

D Box H

E Box B

Solution

I. There are only three boxes kept below Box F which contains Biscuits.

II. There is only one box between Box F and Box H.



III. The box kept immediately below Box H contains Coke. 

IV. The box kept at the top of all boxes contains Ice-cream and the box

kept at the bottom contains Coke. (Thus, case 1 gets eliminated here

because in this case Coke is not kept at the bottom). 

V. The box of Wafers is kept below the box of Biscuits but above the box

of Juices.



B. Which item does Box B contain ?

VI. Box E which contains Candies is kept immediately below the box of

Chocolates and immediately above the box of Pastries. 

VII. Box C contains Chocolates.

VIII. Box A is kept at the top.

IX. Neither Box G nor Box D is kept at the bottom. (Thus, Box B is kept

at the bottom).

X. Box D is kept above Box G. So, Final arrangement : 

A Ice-cream



B Coke

C Juices

D Pastries

E Wafers

Solution

I. There are only three boxes kept below Box F which contains Biscuits.

II. There is only one box between Box F and Box H.

III. The box kept immediately below Box H contains Coke. 



IV. The box kept at the top of all boxes contains Ice-cream and the box

kept at the bottom contains Coke. (Thus, case 1 gets eliminated here

because in this case Coke is not kept at the bottom). 

V. The box of Wafers is kept below the box of Biscuits but above the box

of Juices.

VI. Box E which contains Candies is kept immediately below the box of

Chocolates and immediately above the box of Pastries. 

VII. Box C contains Chocolates.

VIII. Box A is kept at the top.



C. How many boxes are kept between Box C and the box containing
Juices ?

IX. Neither Box G nor Box D is kept at the bottom. (Thus, Box B is kept

at the bottom).

X. Box D is kept above Box G. So, Final arrangement : 

A 3

B 4

C 5

D 2

E 1



Solution

I. There are only three boxes kept below Box F which contains Biscuits.

II. There is only one box between Box F and Box H.

III. The box kept immediately below Box H contains Coke. 

IV. The box kept at the top of all boxes contains Ice-cream and the box

kept at the bottom contains Coke. (Thus, case 1 gets eliminated here

because in this case Coke is not kept at the bottom). 

V. The box of Wafers is kept below the box of Biscuits but above the box

of Juices.



D. How many boxes are kept below Box G?

VI. Box E which contains Candies is kept immediately below the box of

Chocolates and immediately above the box of Pastries. 

VII. Box C contains Chocolates.

VIII. Box A is kept at the top.

IX. Neither Box G nor Box D is kept at the bottom. (Thus, Box B is kept

at the bottom).

X. Box D is kept above Box G. So, Final arrangement : 

A One



B Three

C Two

D None

E Four

Solution

I. There are only three boxes kept below Box F which contains Biscuits.

II. There is only one box between Box F and Box H.

III. The box kept immediately below Box H contains Coke. 



IV. The box kept at the top of all boxes contains Ice-cream and the box

kept at the bottom contains Coke. (Thus, case 1 gets eliminated here

because in this case Coke is not kept at the bottom). 

V. The box of Wafers is kept below the box of Biscuits but above the box

of Juices.

VI. Box E which contains Candies is kept immediately below the box of

Chocolates and immediately above the box of Pastries. 

VII. Box C contains Chocolates.

VIII. Box A is kept at the top.



E. How many boxes are kept between the box containing Candies and
the box containing Coke ?

IX. Neither Box G nor Box D is kept at the bottom. (Thus, Box B is kept

at the bottom).

X. Box D is kept above Box G. So, Final arrangement : 

A 4

B 3

C 2

D 1

E None



Solution

I. There are only three boxes kept below Box F which contains Biscuits.

II. There is only one box between Box F and Box H.

III. The box kept immediately below Box H contains Coke. 

IV. The box kept at the top of all boxes contains Ice-cream and the box

kept at the bottom contains Coke. (Thus, case 1 gets eliminated here

because in this case Coke is not kept at the bottom). 

V. The box of Wafers is kept below the box of Biscuits but above the box

of Juices.



VI. Box E which contains Candies is kept immediately below the box of

Chocolates and immediately above the box of Pastries. 

VII. Box C contains Chocolates.

VIII. Box A is kept at the top.

IX. Neither Box G nor Box D is kept at the bottom. (Thus, Box B is kept

at the bottom).

X. Box D is kept above Box G. So, Final arrangement : 
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